Ripped From the Headlines of Yes!

Patrick Blindauer

ACROSS
1. Note just above G
6. Word before sheet or music
9. "Who's there?" reply
14. Composer with a brass instrument named after him
15. Director DuVernay
16. From the neighborhood
17. "Where the Search for ___" (Fall 2021)
20. Tech giant founded in 1911
21. Potato turnovers
22. Darjeeling, for one
23. ___ Poke (classic candy brand)
24. Job seekers' advantages
25. Mutt's mitt
27. Eisenhower was one, by birth
29. Hosts at roasts, briefly
32. Seamen spin them
38. Taking a personal day
40. Rakish type
41. "The Fallacy of Our ___" (Summer 2021)
46. Shape of a Dove bar
47. Swimmer's workout unit
49. 2017 recipient of the Presidential Medal of Freedom
51. NYC-to-Atlantic City heading
53. Establish, as a statute
57. Reservoir structure
59. Heated state
61. Curmudgeon's cry
62. Stout relative
65. Architect of the Constitution
68. Hebrew name that means "lion"
69. "The American Myths of ___" (Spring 2021)
72. Paperless correspondence
73. ___-Aztecan (language family)
74. Clark's "Gone With the Wind" role
75. NBC morning show
76. Political/social movement since '13
77. Far from respectful

DOWN
1. Give a hand